REVOLTED AMERICA
c the crowning glory' of George's policy, and the influence of
the Crown would have been greatly increased in consequence.
George himself was undoubtedly ignorant of advantages of the
system of imperialism which has corne into being in our own
rimes; and he cannot be blamed for playing the harder part of
a stern father resolved to chastise his unruly children. Had he
had the support of every party in Parliament he might even
then have saved the American colonies for the Empire. A good
father never protracts the punishments wiiich he metes out to
his children: they must be short and sharp; and followed by
forgiveness. The Opposition never gave George the chance to
play a father's part.
It was a new Parliament which assembled at Westminster on
November 2pth, 1774. North had done exceptionally well at
the elections; and he was assured of an increased majority for
his measures. But the Opposition, was still a compact body of
obstructionists, whose brave utterances gave considerable com-
fort to the revolting colonists. Thus in January 1775, Chatham
moved in the Lords a morion calling upon the Government to
withdraw the troops from North America. Camden, Rich-
mond, Rockingham and Shelburne spoke in favour of his
proposal; and a good deal of extravagant language was used
to embarrass the Government.
We shall be forced [said Chatham] ultimately to retract;—let us
retract while we can, not when we must. These violent oppressive
acts must be repealed—you will repeal them—I pledge myself for
it that you will in the end repeal them. I stake my reputation on
it! I will consent to be taken for an idiot, if they are not finally
repealed!
This was very dramatic; but it was not constructive; and
actually Chatham's utterances were rather mischievous in their
repercussions in America. When applauding the * glorious spirit
of Whiggism * which animated * three millions in America ' he
completely forgot that a similar spirit would have animated the
opposition to his own thesis—that whereas Parliament had no
right to tax the American colonists, it alone had the right to
order their commercial and industrial life!
North had not abandoned hope that the dispute might be
settled without recourse to arms. In February 1775 he tabled a
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